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Abstract—The Virtual Synchronous Generator (VSG) can 
give virtual inertia and imitate primary control of the 
synchronous generator. This paper focuses on grid-
following (GFL) type VSG for easy parallel operation 
compared to voltage source inverter. The grid frequency 
support of GFL-VSG can be achieved by controlling active 
power output using frequency deviation. However, this 
control causes the delay because of feedback for the virtual 
inertia. This paper proposes the GFL-VSG with the parallel 
installation of the governor and swing equation to reduce 
the delay. The numerical simulation was carried out to 
verify its effect and grid frequency support of the proposed 
GFL-VSG. The result shows that grid frequency support by 
GFL-VSG is faster compared with the conventional method, 
and the gate frequency is more stable with multiple several 

VSGs.   

Index Terms—Grid-following inverter, virtual synchronous 

generator, virtual inertia,  system frequency support  

I. INTRODUCTION 

For a sustainable society and environment, massive 

introduction of Renewable Energy (RE), such as 

photovoltaic systems and wind power systems, is 

required [1]-[2]. The RE is connected to the power 

system by inverters [3]-[5]. At this time, the active and 

reactive power of the inverter can be controlled by 

adjusting current by following the voltage and the phase 

angle of the grid voltage reference. This type of control is 

called a grid-following (GFL) inverter control. Power 

electronics devices such as inverters do not have kinetic 

motion in electromagnetic energy conversion because 

they have no rotating parts like a synchronous generator 

(SG). Consequently, high system non-synchronous 

penetration (SNSP) by the massive introduction of REs 

reduces the electric system’s inertia due to replacing the 

SG. This could lead to instability conditions compared to 

SG-dominated conventional systems [6]-[8]. 

An alternative method is required to increase inertia 

and system stability instead of conventional SG. Thus, 

virtual synchronous generator (VSG) control [9] that 
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emulates inertia and damping function has been proposed 

to provide SG characteristics by an inverter. The VSG 

control can be divided into two types of inverter control, 

GFL inverter and the grid-forming (GFM) inverter. The 

GFM inverter controls the voltage magnitude and its 

phase. Therefore, GFM has been categorized as a 

voltage-controlled inverter and has been reported in [10], 

[11]. The small-signal model of GFM type VSG was 

derived in [12]. Comparison of VSG and droop function 

for P-ω control on GFM inverter was provided by [13], 

and high performance of VSG function regarding 

mitigation of frequency fluctuation was reported. The 

authors in [14] proposed altering the inertia value of VSG 

function on GFM inverter by considering its virtual 

angular velocity. This method can also be used to 

suppress the frequency and power oscillations. In the 

work of literature [15], the behavior of multiple GFM 

having VSG function and paralleled with SG was 

investigated in a microgrid, and the authors mentioned 

that GFM can provide similar characteristics of replaced 

SG. 

However, the interaction of GFM inverters has not 

been investigated under high SNSP. Also, the GFM can 

provide frequency, however, control conflict and lack of 

synchronous ability by the generated frequency from 

GFM control are concerned on high SNSP conditions. In 

contrast, GFL inverters are generally installed as an 

inverter for REs in a real system with a synchronous 

function such as a phase locked loop. Thus, GFL inverter 

can provide VSG function without conflict, or inner 

disturbance, even under any power system, e.g., GFM 

inverters dominating grid. Also, GFL type VSG has low 

obstacles compared to GFM control systems because 

GFL control is already highly penetrated conventionally. 

The virtual inertia function can be achieved in both 

GFM and GFL, and the advantages and disadvantages of 

each inverter type have been discussed. On the other hand, 

the VSG function is not only virtual inertia, but also 

primary control is essential to maintain the stability of the 

grid for the both inverter types. Therefore, this paper 

develops a VSG function that can simultaneously achieve 

virtual inertia and primary control. In this paper, GFL 

inverter type is assumed. The primary control function is 
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equivalent to the governor-free operation mode of the SG. 

It plays an important role in frequency control by 

changing the active power output command according to 

the frequency deviation. This paper also proposes a 

configuration that consists of the governor and swing 

equation which operate independently and parallel to 

each other. This configuration is for the fast system 

frequency support function. This high-speed operation 

characterizes the proposed method, because the primary 

control does not through control blocks of swing equation 

part for inertia. In order to verify the effectiveness of the 

proposed GFL-VSG, numerical simulation is examined. 

In addition, the penetration ratio of the GFL-VSG is 

discussed. 

II. GRID-FOLLOWING VSG MODEL 

The general structure of a GFL type VSG is shown in 
Fig. 1. The VSG function is achieved by applying the 

swing equation of SG virtually at the P- control. The 
GFL consists of an impedance model for calculating the 

current reference, a P- controller imitated the swing 
equation, and a Q-E controller carrying out the automatic 
voltage regulator (AVR) function. Then, the pulse width 
modulation (PWM) input signal is generated from the 
current control block. In Fig. 1, Lf and Cf are filter 
inductor and filter capacitor. is and ig are inverter current 
and grid current, respectively. vf and vg are LC filter 
voltage and grid voltage, respectively. Note that the DC 
voltage source is assumed to be an ideal DC source, 
therefore the DC power capacity is not discussed in this 
paper. 

 
Fig. 1. GFL-VSG configuration. 

A. Impedamce Model for GFL-VSG 

The impedance model imitates the relation that exists 

between the internal electromotive force (EMF) and the 

terminal voltage in SG. This relation can be used to 

calculate the current reference. The current reference 

equations [16] are as follows: 

( ) ( )dref gd gq2 2 2 2
cos sin

r x
i E v E v

r x r x
 = − + −

+ +
  (1) 

( ) ( )qref gq gd2 2 2 2
sin cos -

r x
i E v E v

r x r x
 = − −

+ +
   (2) 

where r and x are virtual armature resister and virtual 

reactance, respectively, E is the virtual internal EMF,  is 

the internal phase angle.  and E are obtained from P- 

controller and Q-E controller. The detailed impedance 

model was given in [16]. 

B. P- Controller and Virtual Inertia 

The inner phase angle is derived from the system 

electric phase angle and VSG virtual phase angle. 

Equation (3) indicates the inner phase angle: 

vsg vsg grid  = −                             (3) 

where vsg is VSG virtual phase angle, and grid is the 

electrical system phase angle. The electric system phase 

angle is obtained from the system frequency. To obtain 

VSG virtual phase angle, the virtual angular velocity is 

calculated by the swing equation of SG. By applying the 

swing equation, the distributed generator can imitate the 

inertial response. Applying the swing equation: 

*

vsg * * * *

ref out vsg grid2 ( )
d

H P P D
dt


 = − − −           (4) 

the virtual phase angle is calculated by 

vsg *

vsg base

d

dt


 =                            (5) 

where Pref and Pout are the active power reference and the 

VSG output, respectively. The asterisk * represents per 

unit (p.u.) value. H and D represent the virtual inertia 

constant and the virtual damping coefficient. *

vsg , and 

grid are the VSG virtual angular velocity, grid angular 

velocity. base is base angular velocity and is used to unit 

conversion. 

The P- controller is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. P- controller. 

C. Q-E Controller 

Virtual internal EMF E is obtained from the Q-E 

controller. Q-E controller equation [16] is given by 

( )ref out rmsref rms
i

q p

k
E Q Q D v v k

s

 
 = − + − +  

 
       (6) 

Q-E controller simply imitates the excitation system of 

SG. The PI regulator regulates the voltage signal. Q-E 

controller is represented in Fig. 3. Qref and Qout are the 

reactive power reference and the VSG reactive power 

output, respectively. Dq is the voltage droop coefficient. 

vrmsref and vrms are voltage reference and grid voltage, 

respectively. 

 
Fig. 3. Q-E controller. 
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PI

 
Fig. 4. Conventional governor model (governor model (a)). 

PI

 
Fig. 5. Proposed governor model (governor model (b)). 

D. Proposed Governor Model for Grid-Support 

Grid support function can be achieved by applying the 

model of free-governor operation to GFL-VSG. As 

shown in Fig. 4, the governor model can change the VSG 

active power reference according to the deviation 

between the system frequency and the reference system 

frequency, such as the droop characteristic of SG. 

However, the active power output has a significant delay 

caused though virtual inertia block by precisely model 

imitation. Meanwhile, inverter control block can be 

improved flexibly, and no need to imitate physical 

phenomenon precisely. Namely, the grid-support function 

does not need to go through the inertia block part. Hence, 

the topology can divide inertia and primary control parts 

and connect parallelly, which is proposed in this paper as 

a fast system frequency support function. As shown in 

Fig 5, this proposed topology calculates the virtual 

angular velocity from the swing equation and the 

frequency deviation of the system frequency and the 

reference frequency. This control can ignore delay caused 

by the virtual inertia constant term. In this study, PI 

control for frequency deviation was adopted to restore 

system frequency to its reference frequency by GFL-VSG. 

III. GFL-VSG RESPONSE 

The virtual inertia response and proposed grid-support 

function of the primary control function are simulated in 

this section. 

A. Virtual Inertia Response of GFL-VSG 

A test case simulation was conducted to evaluate the 

inertia effect by GFL-VSG. Inertia affects the rate of 

change of frequency (RoCoF) such as load change and 

fault condition. To evaluate the inertia effect, the test case 

was assumed as shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Table I, the 

test case assumed that the SG is replaced by VSG that can 

output comparably, where SG#1 can adjust the amount of 

active power for lack of it in both cases. The test case 

disturbance was 10% (0.7 MW) load increase. In the 

simulation, as the VSG model is explained in Section Ⅱ, 

the parameter of VSG is shown in Table II.  

TABLE I: CONDITION OF TEST CASE 

Case Pload [MW] PSG2 [MW] PDG(VSG) [MW] 

1 7.000 2.000 0 

2 7.000 0 1.841 

TABLE II: VSG PARAMETER 

Parameters name Variables Values 

filter inductor Lf 3[mH] 

filter capacitor Cf 5[F] 

virtual damping coefficient D 30 

voltage droop coefficient Dq 0.05 

PI gain of Q-E controller kp 0.05 

PI gain of Q-E controller ki 0.05 

base angular velocity base 377[rad/s] 

 
Fig. 6. Configuration of test case. 

 
Fig. 7. Overview of RoCoF and maximum deviation frequency. 

To evaluate the inertia effect by VSG, SG#1 has a 

governor function but SG#2 and VSG have no governor 

function. RoCoF and maximum deviation frequency 

between disturbance timing and at after 10 seconds are 

used as the evaluation index. RoCoF is calculated by 

 
( ) ( )

RoCoF Hz / s a R a

R

f T T f T

T

+ −
=              (7) 

where f is frequency, Ta is the time at which the event 

happened, TR is a time window for measuring RoCoF 

value, and the width of TR is set 500 ms in this paper. 

RoCoF and maximum deviation frequency are shown in 

Fig. 7. 

The result of the test case is shown in Fig. 8 and 9. Fig. 

8 shows the active power output of VSG, Fig. 9 

represents the system frequency. From this result, the 

additional active power output is supplied from when the 

disturbance happened to 20 seconds by virtual inertia 

constant value at Fig. 8. The inertia function is achieved 

because the active power output of VSG with the active 

power output of SG#2 (Fig. 8) shows a similar output 

response corresponding to the same inertia value. Also, 

frequency response shows a similar result with case 1(SG 

case) and case 2 (VSG case). The evaluation indexes are 

summarized in Table III. It can be confirmed that RoCoF 

and maximum deviation frequency had similar result. 

Therefore, GFL-VSG can give the inertia function as 

similarly as SG to the electric system. 
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(a)                                           (b) 

Fig. 8. Active power output: (a) SG#2 (Case1) and (b) VSG (Case2). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9. Frequency: (a) Case 1 and (b) Case 2 

TABLE III: EVALUATION INDEXES 

Index RoCoF[Hz/s] 
Maximum deviation of 

frequency (20~30[s]) [Hz] 

SG#2(H=4[s]) -0.3440 57.3563 

SG#2(H=3[s]) -0.4110 57.0066 

SG#2(H=2[s]) -0.5120 56.5947 

SG#2(H=1[s]) -0.6830 56.2044 

VSG(H=4.0[s]) -0.3634 57.4385 

VSG(H=3.5[s]) -0.3902 57.2826 

VSG(H=3.0[s]) -0.4360 57.1116 

VSG(H=2.5[s]) -0.4814 56.9235 

VSG(H=2.0[s]) -0.5428 56.7270 

VSG(H=1.5[s]) -0.6126 56.5274 

VSG(H=1.0[s]) -0.7044 56.3572 

VSG(H=0.5[s]) -0.8224 56.0929 

B. Grid-support by GFL-VSG with Proposed Tolopogy 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed governor 

model of VSG, the test case that is the same case as 

Section Ⅲ A was used. GFL-VSG used two types of 

governor model, conventional governor model (a) and 

governor model (b) using proposed topology. In this 

simulation, all SG models have a governor. The threshold 

of VSG’s governor model is 59.7Hz. RoCoF and 

maximum deviation frequency between disturbances to 

10 seconds were used as evaluation index too. 

The frequency of the test case is shown in Fig. 10, and 

active power outputs are shown in Fig. 11. From this 

result, the frequency of the system that consists of SG 

only (case 1) is not restored to the reference frequency 

(60Hz). On the other hand, we confirmed that the 

frequency of the system that is introduced to the VSG 

governor functioned model can restore the frequency 

back to its reference frequency. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 10. Frequency: (a) Case1, (b) Case2 (Governor model (a)), and (c) 

Case2 (Governor model (b)). 

  
(a)                                                     (b) 

Fig. 11. VSG Active power output: (a) Case2 (Governor model (a)) and 

(b) Case2 (Governor model (b)). 

As shown in Fig. 10 (b), when the virtual inertia 

constant is larger than 3s, the frequency of the system 

consisted of GFL-VSG under the governor model (a) 

become larger than the reference frequency. Thus, we 

confirmed that the conventional governor model (a) 

causes delay. On the other hand, the maximum deviation 

of frequency is about 59.7 Hz and the system frequency is 

restored to reference frequency faster regardless of virtual 

inertia constant, when GFL-VSG governor uses proposed 

topology (governor model (b)) because the inertia 

constant is avoided. Table IV shows the evaluation 

indices. Compared RoCoF on the proposed topology 

function with the conventional governor model, RoCoF 

result is similar. Therefore, the virtual response is similar 

to the proposed topology and the conventional method. 

However, we confirmed that the active power output of 

VSG with proposed topology (governor model (b)) 

oscillates largely. From this verification, the proposed 

GFL-VSG can provide a fast grid-support function 

compared with the conventional method. 
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TABLE IV: EVALUATION INDEXES 

Index RoCoF[Hz/s] 
Maximum deviation of 

frequency (20~30[s]) [Hz] 
VSG(a)(H=4[s]) -0.3648 59.3121 
VSG(a)(H=3[s]) -0.4468 59.2677 
VSG(a)(H=2[s]) -0.5434 59.2038 
VSG(a)(H=1[s]) -0.6920 59.1100 

VSG(b)(H=4[s]) -0.3646 59.6986 
VSG(b)(H=3[s]) -0.4360 59.6990 
VSG(b)(H=2[s]) -0.5480 59.6986 
VSG(b)(H=1[s]) - 59.6986 

 
Fig. 12. System configuration. 

TABLE V. SIMULATION SCENARIO 

Scenario A A’ B C D 
SG#1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
SG#2 ✓ ✓ no GF ✓ ✓ ✓ 
SG#3 ✓ ✓ no GF ✓ ✓  
SG#4 ✓ ✓ no GF ✓   
SG#5 ✓ ✓ no GF    

VSG#1   ✓ ✓ ✓ 
VSG#2    ✓ ✓ 
VSG#3     ✓ 

A’ is same as A but the SG#2 to #5 does not have the governor-free 

operation. 

IV. EVALUATION OF SYSTEM STABILITY AT DIFFERENT 

INTEGRARION LEVELS OF GFL-VSG 

The performance of frequency restoration using the 

proposed method is described in section Ⅲ. This section 

provides a simulation of GFL-VSG to evaluate the 

proposed method and system response. The test scenario 

assumed an intensive penetration rate for the future SNSP 

power system network. The system configuration of the 

test scenario is shown in Fig. 12. The load in this system 

was 10MW. In this simulation scenario, GFL-VSG 

replaced SG in the system one by one, as shown in Table 

V, and the disturbance was assumed to be 10 % (1 MW) 

load increase. Then, the active power command of an SG 

without SG#1 and a GFL-VSG was 2MW (SG#1 

adjusted the amount of active power). Note in Scenario A, 

all SGs except SG#1 without and with the governor-free 

operation are simulated. For all generators’ such as SG 

and GFL-VSG, rated capacity and inertia constant were 

10MW and 2s, respectively. Besides, parameter and PI 

coefficient are set to the same value on all GFL-VSGs. 

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the system frequency and SG 

outputs including several losses and VSG outputs, 

respectively. From Fig. 13, the system frequency does not 

entirely restore due to scenario A, which consists of SG 

only, though system frequency is stable compared with 

no free-governor operation. This system frequency could 

be due to an inadequate supply of power such as steam 

and water for losing rotational kinetic energy by inertia 

response in this simulation. 

 
Fig. 13. Frequency. 

 
(a) Scenario A (without free-governor operation) 

 
(b)’ Senario A’ 

 
(c) Scenario B 

 
(d) Scenario C 

 
(e) Scenario D 

Fig. 14. Active power output. 

On the other hand, the scenarios containing the 

proposed GFL-VSG show that the system frequency 

could get fast restoration and the same inertia response as 

SG due to no loss of rotational kinetic energy caused by 

load sharing of GFL-VSG. Furthermore, we confirmed 

that the extensive penetration of the proposed GFL-VSG 

led the system to be more stable. These reasons are due to 
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the increase in the total active power of the VSGs 

immediately after the disturbance. Also, it can be seen 

that the load sharing amount of the active power output is 

the same in several GFL-VSGs as shown in Fig. 14. From 

this verification, the high penetration of the proposed 

GFL-VSG has the potential to stabilize the power system. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper focuses on GFL-VSG to compensate for the 

reduction of system inertia and primary control by the 

high SNSP rate. This paper proposed GFL-VSG with a 

governor function which can provide fast grid frequency 

support without delay caused by feedback control for the 

virtual inertia. Moreover, numerical simulations 

considering introduction scenarios of GFL-VSG were 

carried out. As a result, system stability had been 

improved more by increasing interconnecting rate of 

GFL-VSG. The required capacity of GFL-VSG to 

provide virtual inertia and grid support will be evaluated 

in future works. 
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